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QUBED Enter the visual and dramatic TV-inspired teambuilding experience fun-
filled with laughter and suspense. Complete with gameshow lighting and an 
inflatable game arena, contestants work in teams to face a series of nail-biting 
challenges.

Groups take on challenges both individually (cheered on by your peers) and 
team challenges that test everyone’s ability. Practice time will be given for the 
head-to-head challenges before taking on the main tasks. 

Example Rounds include:

Poise - 4 players from your team will balance on one foot on a beam for 20 
seconds without falling.

Bloc - 2 players are pitted against a tower of blocks, one-handed they must copy 
the tower in the allotted time to win the challenge you both must complete it.

Gradient - several different coloured balls are placed through the piping; your 
team just needs to catch the only white ball into the cylinder.

5-1000+ People UK Wide 

2-3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Experienced Event Team
n Event Host / Manager
n Multiple Games & Rounds
n Props & Equipment 
n Main Game Arena

Most Popular



MASTER OF THE 
TASKS

Inspired by the hilarious TV show, Master of the Tasks challenges teams with a 
hilarious selection of team games that will literally have your team in stitches 
of laughter, we kid you not!

The games come in all shapes and sizes and are only revealed when the 
famous wax-sealed envelope is opened. There’s absolutely something for 
everyone, with the name of the game being good old-fashioned fun.

The event is hosted by a professional comedic compere, who alone will bring 
the room to life. They also play the role of the main host, who will judge each 
round and allocate points. Some team-based, some individual, some where 
players from other teams are nominated, creative tasks, skill tasks, and some 
random curve ballers!

The task can either be a live challenge or a practice challenge. Live challenges 
take place straight away meaning the team has to think quickly on their feet. 
Practice challenges give the group 10 minutes to plan their strategy.

5-1000 People UK Wide 

1-3 Hours Most Popular

What’s Included?
n  Experienced Event Team
n Multiple Rounds & Games 
n Medal Ceremony



WALL STREET 
WINNERS

Welcome to the ultimate city slickers trading game. It’s noisy, it’s fast, it’s furious, 
this exciting team-building challenge will blow your team’s socks off!

Carefully designed to test the most relevant business skills and build teamwork, 
Wall Street Winners will have even the quietest members of your team frantically 
racing around negotiating deals, deducing strategies, and trying to forecast 
the next market trend.

The team will buy and sell shares at the most opportune moments to reap the 
highest financial benefit possible. Guests purchase building materials from the 
profits to construct a corporate tower to sell for even more bucks.

There are endless twists and turns to keep everyone on their toes; no tower is 
safe until the final trading bell rings!

This is an amazing all-inclusive team-building event that gets teams thinking 
on their feet, adapting, communicating, and working in unison towards their 
end goal.

5- 1000+ People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Experienced Event Manager
n  Costumed Traders 
n  All Props, Equipment, Collateral & Costumes
n  Team Packs

Something
Different



QUID GAMES Based on the popular series Squid Game, this event is a true test of 
communication, problem-solving, creative thinking, and patience skills as you 
and your team conquer the Quid Games together!

Unlike the TV series, Quid Games will consist of your team working together 
instead of against each other. At the start of the game, all players will be issued 
a player number by our guards and allocated a team number. 

To allow for a fair game, we don’t disclose any information about the games in 
advance. However, what we can say is that you may, or may not know some 
of them. 

Each of the games will be played as a team allowing you the opportunity to 
win money for your team’s piggy bank. The overall aim of Quid Games for your 
team is to have the most money at the end of the game. 

Not to worry, there will be no violence in our version!

5- 250 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Costumed Guards 
n  Professional Event Management Team 
n  Range of Games to Suit Everyone 
n  Medal Ceremony

Something
Different



CSI EXPERIENCE Have you ever wondered what it would really be like to be a crime scene 
investigator? Have you wondered how crimes & murders are really solved?   
Here’s your chance! There’s been a murder and we need your help to find the 
killer! First, you’re going need to learn a few skills…

Visit the crime scene and study the evidence! Read up on all the suspects! 
Take fingerprints and recognize different pattern types! Create a digital FBI-
style photo that fits purely from a verbal description! Compare a variety of hair 
and fiber under the microscope! Analyse blood spatters and lots more.

Your team, supplied with white bodysuits and surgical gloves, will need to work 
closely together, applying these skills and investigating the clues, using the 
evidence in front of you to work out who murdered our unfortunate victim… 
before the other teams beat you to it!

Over to you, Sherlock…

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2-3 Hours Most Popular

What’s Included?
n  Forensic Suit & Gloves
n  Specialist Forensic Equipment 
n  CSI Investigation Packs
n  Props & Equipment



ESCAPE ROOMS One of our most fascinating team building events, designed to confuse, intrigue, 
and challenge you until you finally piece together all the clues and find your 
way out! In teams, you will enter several themed rooms, each decorated to 
represent a location: World War ll Bunker; Prison Cell; Science Lab; and Pirate 
Island! 

All around you are items you might expect to find in such a place. Your task is 
to look closely at these items, who knows where a number may appear? What 
does it represent? Where is that key hidden? Nothing makes sense…. until it 
does! We give you no clues and very little information. As a team, you will need 
to work together, but separately (if that makes sense!) to make the most of the 
limited time you have. Coordinate your findings, think logically (or sometimes 
illogically) and you stand a chance of escaping the room! 

All of our escape rooms are fully mobile. We can set up in most venues around 
the UK to complement a conference or meeting, or…set up in your offices.

5- 40 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours Most Popular

What’s Included?
n  Event Manager
n Props & Equipment
n 4 Types of Rooms to choose from 



CHALLENGE 100 Are you ready to attempt over 100 crazy challenges in your team? Are you tired 
of the same old, boring team-building activities? Then look no further than our 
fun-filled Challenge 100 event. 

Teams must complete over 100 challenges across 5 different zones; physical, 
sensory, creative, childsplay, and brain busters. In one of our most manic 
and exciting team-building events on offer, our starburst event will ensure 
excitement that lasts beyond the event.

An event based on having fun and working together as a team towards a 
common goal, our Challenge 100 event is the ideal combination between 
collaboration and simply having a good time! 

Give your employees an event that will definitely be the topic of discussion at 
the office tomorrow!

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours Most Popular

What’s Included?
n  Over 100 Activities
n  Range of Tasks & Games For Everyone
n  Medal Ceremony
n Props & Equipment
n Judging Marshalls



MASTERPIECE You are about to create something spectacular! But in order to do so, you will 
need pencils, paints, brushes, and canvasses and these come at a cost… points! 
Earn these valuable points, you will need to complete some physical, creative, 
sporting, and brain teaser challenges. Split your team up so that individuals 
can utilize their skills to best effect and earn you maximum points, then off you 
go to the art shop and collect your goodies!

Once back at your team tables, you’ll need to work together to recreate a 
selection of pictures onto your canvasses. But you’ll also need to collaborate 
with other teams who are painting different parts of the ‘big picture’, so that 
yours align with theirs and the colours match!

Masterpiece is the perfect event to encourage collaboration and    
communication with the added creative element. It is the ideal way to showcase 
company values or perhaps a new logo, in a fun and different way. You will be 
utterly amazed at what you’ve all achieved as one big team!

5-1000 People UK Wide 

2-3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Experienced Event Team
n Protective Overalls & Gloves 
n Pop-up Art Shop
n Team Art & Challenge Packs

Creative Event



INDOOR CRYSTAL 
CHALLENGE

Inspired by the popular TV show where teams send one member in to complete 
a challenge to win a crystal, our version is packed with fun, excitement and 
hilarity as whole teams compete against each other to see who will come out 
victorious! The games will test your team’s mental agility and physical skills, 
working together to beat the opposition before the time runs out.

Working through our four zones, your team aims to win crystals which equate 
to seconds. Beat your opponents within the time and you’ll win a large crystal 
(worth five seconds). Fail to complete the task and you’ll walk away with 
nothing…. unless your instructor thinks your efforts deserve a small crystal, or 
even two (worth one second each).

Finally, it’s time to count your crystals and enter The Grabber for the grand 
finale! Your team must grab as many gold tickets as possible within your 
achieved time – the team with the most gold tickets wins!

5-1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Inflatable Crystal Dome
n Range of Competitive Activities 
n Medal Ceremony

Indoor Event



CHOCOLATE 
MAKING

Welcome to the ultimate luxury in fun, team-building events, as GOTO Events 
brings to you a delectable course in the art of chocolate making!

Led by our expert chocolatiers, we have a selection of workshops for you and 
your group to choose from, so we can guarantee something that will appeal 
to everyone’s taste buds.

Our master chocolatiers will take you through the fascinating journey of the 
world’s favourite guilty pleasure. Once you’ve learned how chocolate goes 
from bean to bar, it’s straight over to the cooking stations where each team 
will learn the amazing skills of tempering chocolate in its raw form, to creating 
your very own fully custom, decorated unique box of chocolate delights.

Chocolate is a great platform for teamwork. It immediately gets everyone 
engaged and involved in a culinary delight where they learn some amazing 
new skills and work as a team to create something unique. It offers a fun relaxed 
environment and something to be proud of at the end of the day.

5-1000 People UK Wide 

3 Hours

What’s Included?
n Experienced Chocolatier 
n Equipment, Ingredients & Recipes
n Medals & Aprons

Food & Drink



BAKEATHON Based on the popular TV show, teams are tasked with making their very own 
cakes, pastries, and bread, all in the name of competition!

Our specialist team will set up a fully mobile cookery school including everything 
you would normally find in the kitchen. This includes team baking zones, ovens, 
utensils, demo stations, and all required ingredients, all purposely designed for 
mobile cookery experiences.

Dressed in their team colour aprons, teams aim to recreate specialty sweet 
treats, found at some of the world’s most famous patisseries. With an on-site 
Michelin star pastry chef guiding teams through their different bakes, this is 
a fun, challenging, and rewarding team-building event, suitable for everyone. 
Oh, and of course a tasty one too!

The Bakeathon is a perfect event to unleash some creativity and get people 
working together. With just the right amount of competition, the Bakeathon 
is a fantastic inclusive activity designed to get everyone involved. And most 
importantly, who doesn’t like cake?!

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Michelin Star Trained Chefs
n  Specialist Equipment, Ingredients & 
    Recipe Cards
n  Aprons & Hats
n  Medal Ceremony

Food & Drink



COCKTAIL 
MAKING

Think you’ve got the Tom Cruise factor for the master art of mixology?! Even 
though you might think it looks easy, the technique of cocktail making is a 
very measured and precise skill, making it the perfect event for you and your 
colleagues to really have some fun with. 

The entire event is delivered by our professional mixologists who can bring 
their ingredients and equipment to any venue. This amazing backdrop for a 
fun experience makes people feel fully immersed in an upbeat lively team 
experience. Everyone will have the opportunity to create 3 cocktails, including 
the team showstopper! And the best thing… you can drink them all! Alcohol-free 
options are available, we simply replace the spirit element with a non-alcoholic 
alternative. All other elements are the same, so everyone feels included. 

After the ‘mix-off’ your expert tutor will assess each entry on skill, taste, creativity, 
looks, and above all, that all-important selling name! The winning team will 
then be announced so they can revel in their glory! 

5-1000 People UK Wide 

3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Professional Mixologists
n Equipment & Drinks Provided 
n Bespoke Team Rounds

Food & Drink



WINE TASTING Feel your knowledge of wine could do with extending from merely red and 
white? Want to learn how to accurately label your favourite vintage earthy, 
floral or robust?! Well here’s your chance as we bring you this popular and fun 
wine tasting event.

This event is perfect as a conference energiser or a stand alone activity. This 
fantastic and interesting event will have you and your colleagues sampling 
and grading a whole range of different wines, all under the direction of our 
wine expert who will tutor and guide you throughout.

Your event will start with an introduction from our wine expert, who will teach 
you and your colleagues the official method of wine appreciation and how to 
fine tune your sniffing and tasting abilities!

Your practical lesson will include distinguishing between different oaks, 
grapes and ages of wines and also a brief overview of different wines from 
around the world.

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Professional Sommelier
n  Selection of Wines 
n  Blind Testing & Quiz 
n  Experienced Event Team

Food & Drink



CHARITY BIKE 
BUILD

Charity team building is an incredibly rewarding experience that achieves 
a great level of team building, coupled with the feel-good factor of creating 
something that makes a real difference in the lives of others.

This challenge is based on building bicycles for young children. The end charity 
ranges from children’s homes to charity shops, to donations to underprivileged 
families. Each team starts with a basic frame. The challenge is to earn all the 
different components required to complete each bike. To earn the components 
they have to complete a range of tasks, some pure fun, and some skill-based. 

For each task completed teams receive fun money which is then used in all 
the different equipment zones to purchase all the different materials and 
components required.

On hand to help teams along the way are a range of bike mechanics and  
support instructors. Teams all get a full toolkit with everything needed for the 
build. The event concludes with a presentation of all the bikes.

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours Charity Event

What’s Included?
n  Children's Bicycles 
n  Bike Shop
n  Professional Event Management Team 



PUTT FOR A
PURPOSE

Raise your clubs in the air if you’re ready for our indoor charity event.  If you’ve 
ever played mini golf before, it’s time for a double-take.  We’ve taken the classic 
game of mini golf and added a charitable twist. This novel event combines 
team bonding with a socially responsible outcome that provides a thoroughly 
enjoyable charity teambuilding programme.  

Once they receive an introduction about the charity, this will help aid each 
team to decide which items would be the most relevant to use for their team 
golf hole. Teams will have their own mini-golf hole and will have to create these 
using items they are given in their pack alongside the items in the creative 
zone.

The race begins to gather the items and with a touch of creativity, the mini golf 
course comes to life. Once teams have completed the sections, every team 
will play the full golf course and the teams with the lowest team score will be 
crowned the winners.  

5- 1000+ People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Experienced Event Manager
n  Costumed Traders 
n  All Props, Equipment, Collateral & Costumes
n  Team Packs

Something
Different



PAWS FOR A 
CAUSE 

Our furry friends are in need! With supply chains facing challenges of their own, 
team members at host institutions that support the welfare of animals are 
struggling to provide feeders and furniture for the animals in their care. 

We have been working closely with charities across the UK that are seeking 
aid in providing enrichment items for their animals to provide them the best 
lives possible. This bespoke event is designed to bring you and these animals 
together in workshops with our team to construct, safety check, and donate 
much-needed feeders and furniture for our furry friends in need.  

With a clear focus on the animals being supported, and what needs to be 
constructed, you and your team will begin planning and working together to 
get everything ready in a set period of time.  

After the event has concluded, our team will conduct those all-important 
safety checks before any items are taken to the species they were build for. 

5- 300 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Tools and Equipment to Build
n  Dedicated Event Manager
n Video After The Event

Charity Event



CHAIN REACTION Chain Reaction is a fun, collaborative team-building event where teams work 
together to create part of a mechanical story which must work with others in 
the chain.

Each team will be given different sections of a story and access to equipment 
to build apparatus which not only connects to their story, but also interlinks 
with the other team’s story in a chain reaction, resulting in a complete story. In 
order to successfully complete their task, each team must complete cryptic 
clues, communicate efficiently and collaborate with their surrounding teams.

Chain Reaction is a great for event to help improve your team’s collaboration 
and understand the bigger picture. The fun story builds morale and help your 
teams reach their potential – a truly original break away from the office.

Perfect for developing team relationships and building up communication, this 
event is ideal for a challenging but fun corporate event.

5-1000 People UK Wide 

2.5  Hours

What’s Included?
n  Triggers and Bases  
n  Experienced & Enthusiastic Event Team 
n  Craft Material  
n  Team Toolboxes

Collaborative
Event



ROLLERCOASTER 
TYCOON

Time to hit the theme park for this amazing creative activity! Your challenge is 
to build a working rollercoaster for a ball to travel along for at least 45 seconds. 
The ball must travel via its own kinetic motion and flow through a number of 
thrilling twists and turns.

This event is all about creativity and unison. Teams have to work together 
towards one common goal, which is the overall structure. The trick is, however, 
that each group needs to build its own section of the coaster. They must be in 
constant communication to ensure each section fits with the next. This creates 
unity. 

Overall, teams are all creating one giant structure which comes together at the 
end with the final test. The tension is always high as the ball starts its journey 
from start to finish. 

This event creates a HUGE sense of team achievement and really does highlight 
the power of everyone working towards the same goal.

5-1000+ People UK Wide 

2 -3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Equipment To Build Your Rollercoaster
n  Prop Shop
n  Professional Event Management Team

Something
Different



Designed in the eyes of the CIA, MI5, and military special operatives, this event 
will have you on the edge of your seat. With a dramatic opening scene your 
MD, or top-secret information linked to your company, will be extracted from 
the room in the blink of an eye.  You are now thrust into a world of kidnap, 
espionage, and surveillance, not only to work out what’s happened but why. 
The question is, do you want them back…of course you do! The challenge is 
now on to work out what’s happened and why.

We have several different themes of investigation including:

• GPS Hunt – The boss has been kidnapped by the mafia. Teams need to 
collect money by visiting each checkpoint to score points. 

• The Challenger – The boss has been kidnapped by the mafia. Teams need 
to raise the ransom money to free the MD.

• CSI – A mafia murder gone wrong. Your MD has wrongly accused of murder, 
it’s your job to free him by proving their innocence and finding the real 
criminal. 

5-1000+ People UK Wide 

2-3 Hours Most Popular

What’s Included?
n  Experienced Event Team
n Host / Referree
n Range of Different Activities
n Medals & Bubbly

KIDNAP YOUR MD



THE 
APPRENTICES

Think you’ve got the Tom Cruise factor for the master art of mixology?! Even 
though you might think it looks easy, the technique of cocktail making is a 
very measured and precise skill, making it the perfect event for you and your 
colleagues to really have some fun with. 

The entire event is delivered by our professional mixologists who can bring 
their ingredients and equipment to any venue. This amazing backdrop for a 
fun experience makes people feel fully immersed in an upbeat lively team 
experience. Everyone will have the opportunity to create 3 cocktails, including 
the team showstopper! And the best thing… you can drink them all! Alcohol-free 
options are available, we simply replace the spirit element with a non-alcoholic 
alternative. All other elements are the same, so everyone feels included. 

After the ‘mix-off’ your expert tutor will assess each entry on skill, taste, creativity, 
looks, and above all, that all-important selling name! The winning team will 
then be announced so they can revel in their glory! 

5-1000 People UK Wide 

3 Hours

What’s Included?
n   Themed Host & Advisors 
n Props, Equipment, Collateral & Costumes
n PA System and Projector

Something
Different



DEN OF DRAGONS Inspired by the famous TV show, this is an experience that really draws out 
the skill, creativity, and innovation of people and teams. We’ve taken all the 
elements of the show and weaved them into a fun competitive Dragons Den-
style team building event, that will captivate the minds of anyone who dares 
to take part!

The nature of the experience sees teams come up with a unique product or 
service, which can be from our imaginative list or linked to your business or 
any current theme/project. Teams will have to think about every aspect of 
their product, before their entire lifelike den, to pitch to our panel of fearsome 
dragons. .

The aim is to inspire the investors with your innovation and business acumen. 
Convince them that you are the best team with the best product, the best 
market strategy, and the most likely to make money in the big wide world! Good 
luck! Ultimately there is only one team that will receive the desired investment. 

5- 250 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  In Character Dragons
n  Event Theming, Music & Lighting
n  Team Business Packs
n  Medal Ceremony

Something
Different



LET’S GET READY 
TO JUNGLE

Welcome to Let’s Get Ready to Jungle. Have you got what it takes to show the 
celebrities how it’s done as you take on a host of challenges?

With the popularity of jungle fun, we’ve developed our very own, equally as 
gruesome, fun, and fearful.

The event is hosted by our very own Jungle Host and assisted by the wacky 
rangers. There are many elements of the show such as jungle trials, eating 
challenges, creepy crawlies, and real snakes and spiders!!!

Teams are split into small groups and go head-to-head against other teams 
on a selection of task trials. Trials are on a rotational basis the aim being to win 
as many stars as possible.

It pushes teams out of their comfort zone in a selection of mental and physical 
challenges, to create a sense of incredible achievement for all involved, before 
crowning the ultimate Team of the Jungle!

5-1000+ People UK Wide 

2 - 3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Experienced Event Team
n Themed Jungle Host
n Medal Ceremony

Something 
Different



LEGO MASTERS Our corporate team-building workshops with LEGO bricks are a great way to 
engage your teams. From a few hours of activities to full away days, corporate 
workshops are tailored to your organisation to engage, challenge, and entertain. 
Designed for a more professional audience than our traditional workshops 
with LEGO bricks, team building sessions can focus on improving team bonds 
creating more awareness of communication issues between colleagues, or 
creating lasting memories. LEGO bricks can be used to build a stronger, more 
coherent team. Example challenge: 

• Tower and bridge-building challenges providing a level of competition 
between teams 

• Resource-sharing activities create more complex problems to solve as 
they change throughout the day 

• Speed-building models pitting teams and individuals against each other in 
memorable activities 

5- 1000+ People UK Wide 

2+ Hours

What’s Included?
n  Experienced Event Manager
n  Lego Bricks
n  All Props & Equipment

Something
Different



ESCAPE ROOM 
PLUS

Get ready to experience the fastest-paced event ever! Escape Room Plus is 
designed to give large groups a thrilling escape-themed activity, whilst proving 
an experience that caters to absolutely everyone.

Two members of each team are taken, prisoner. Donned with bright orange 
prison suits and ankles shackled together, your challenge is to release them as 
quickly as possible.

The key to the shackles is held in a coded safe at the front of the room. To get 
the code teams must take part in a variety of over 100 crazy tasks, games, 
and challenges to earn pieces of a giant cryptic puzzle. When the clock stops 
ticking all prisoners are chained together at the front of the room. 

It now becomes a race to complete the puzzle, work out the code and release 
your team members. Be the last to break free and your entire team ends up in 
our life-size jail with a sizeable release penalty…

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Over 100 Activities
n  Range of Tasks & Games For Everyone
n Props & Equipment

Something
Different



EVEREST 
CHALLENGE

Imagine what it’s like to stand on top of the world?  The ultimate sense of 
teamwork and achievement climbing the highest mountain in the world where 
passengers on a plane fly below you. 

After an eye-opening immersion into the feat of endurance, training, time and 
dedication required to summit Mount Everest, we dive straight into the first 
team challenge

The Everest Challenge simulates the challenges endured to achieve such a 
feat of amazement as we take you on a journey of a mountaineer to see if you 
have what it takes to reach the peak.

Guided by professional climbers and mountaineers, we’re going to take you on 
a journey to over 29,000ft and what it takes to get there.

This indoor experience offers something for everyone and promotes the 
amazing feeling of success when working together as a team in challenging 
conditions.

5-1000 People UK Wide 

3 Hours

What’s Included?
n   Experienced & Enthusiastic Event Team 
n  Range of Everest-Based Rounds
n Full Risk Assessments

Something
Different



GENERATION 
GAME

It’s nice to see you, to see you...nice! Based on the BBC hit show ‘The Generation 
Game’ this fantastic event brings you the ultimate day of games, quizzes, and 
challenges that will have your group in fits of riotous laughter and mayhem! 
If you’re looking for a fun, fast-paced, and hilarious game show to involve and 
entertain all your guests, then look no further than our very own version of TV’s 
the Generation Game!

Packed tight with many rounds, crazy challenges, and side-splitting action, 
teams will literally do anything to earn points. From a dance-off to cake 
decorating, the generation game is guaranteed to leave everyone in fits of 
giggles!

A perfect fit for an after-dinner event, the Generation Game event allows 
everyone to let loose as they partake in silly challenges to win points for their 
team (whilst providing a lot of amusement for everyone else watching!) It even 
includes the famous conveyor belt challenge, just like the TV show!

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours Quiz Event

What’s Included?
n  Game Show Rounds
n  Host / Compere
n Props & Equipment



ULTIMATE QUIZ If you’re looking for a fun, fast-paced, and hilarious interactive event to involve 
and entertain all your guests, then look no further than our very own Ultimate 
Quiz!

Hosted by our hilarious comedy compere and packed tight with all the best 
bits from all the top quiz shows around, for one action-packed event. Mr. Chips 
takes centre stage for the Catchphrase round, plus so many favourites such 
as Who Wants To Be A Millionaire, Real or No Real, and Music Mash-Ups make 
this event far from Pointless, as you chase other teams to victory.

An ideal day or evening event, this event is a fantastic addition to a standard 
company dinner or as a stand-alone event. Do you have what it takes to be 
the Ultimate Quiz Champions?

All scores are then totalled to find our champions! The top 3 are announced. 
The bronze and silver medals are given out to the respective teams and the 
winning team receives some gold medals and a bottle of bubbly!

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours Quiz Event

What’s Included?
n  Quiz Based Rounds
n  Host / Compere
n Props & Equipment
n Medals and Bubbly



MURDER 
MYSTERY

Prepare for a gripping night of intriguing mystery and a foul murder. Ideal to 
spice up any event, our murder mystery experiences will hook your audience 
into an immersive journey of intrigue and suspense.

A dramatic opening scene always captures the unsuspecting crowd, who 
will witness our professional actors playing a gripping roleplay of commotion 
before one of them dramatically drops dead. 

Nothing is obvious. Who was the killer? What was the motive, and what on earth 
was the murder weapon? All questions your group will be left answering in their 
minds.

Our Murder Mystery evening is a great form of light-hearted entertainment 
that everyone can easily get involved with. The roleplay from our professional 
actors adds an amazing element of surprise and keeps your evening alive with 
fun and interaction from start to finish.

5-1000 People UK Wide 

2 - 3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Experienced Event Team
n Themed Costumed Actors 
n Over 15 Different Themes / Stories 

Evening Event



PUB OLYMPICS Our fun and rewarding Pub Olympics event is guaranteed to get you and your 
colleagues working together to become reigning champions.

Games are always a blend of the old school favourites, alongside some 
modern-day technology. This makes sure there’s something for everyone in 
what’s an extremely fun light-hearted event full of laughter, competition, and 
entertainment.

Each group is given a set amount of fun monopoly-style money to play with. 
They now go head to head against other teams in each of the different games. 
Everything is a fun ‘pay per play’. Teams use fun money to enter each game, 
the ref doubles the amount, and the winner takes all!

At the end of the night, the cash is counted, and the winners are announced. 
Quite often it’s a close call so we hold a tiebreaker to add a bit more spice and 
tension. The overall champions of the night take the gold medals, bubbly, and 
bragging rights back on the office.

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Range of Pub Olympic Games 
n  Team Fun Money
n  Props & Equipment
n Medal Ceremony

Evening Event



CASINO NIGHT From the bright lights of Las Vegas to the glamour and wealth of Monte Carlo, 
our Casino themed events are certainly one to entertain. We have everything 
you need to transport your guests to a far-flung and fabulous casino and our 
team of experts can plan your event to the very last detail.

We can provide everything from beautifully finished Casino tables to the 
necessary theming, props, and entertainment to go alongside. Whether you 
want to go all out or just need a couple of casino tables to entertain your 
guests, we can help.

A fantastic addition to a standard company dinner or function and this event 
can be made completely bespoke to your group and in any venue.

You and your guests can play just for fun, but if you would like to add a 
competitive edge, when the casino closes the guests simply ‘cash in’ their 
playing chips and we announce who has made the most. This competition 
can be performed as individuals or in teams.

5- 1000 People UK Wide 

2.5 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Event Theming 
n  Casino Tables
n  Fun Money to play with 
n  Optional Props

Evening Event



A NIGHT AT THE 
RACES

This is the Frankie Dettori Of Race Nights. A fresh and exciti

ng event for all your guests. Your night at the races will comprise a medley 
of themed racing action. We offer a fun-filled race night, which brings all the 
excitement of a day at the races to your event.

Using ‘fun money’ and our themed race programme you will be guided through 
the racing action. The event can be run as a team competition or on individual 
merit. All the action takes place in our themed paddock race area that includes 
either one giant or two medium sizes screens that are suitable in size for most 
venues.

We also bring our themed betting area with our staff trained to take your tokens. 
This race night does not involve charity fund-raising, fun tokens are used as 
betting currency in this fun event. We also have some surprise fun races to 
offer as well as the classics.

The event is ideal to host before, during or after a meal. We can run races 
between courses or kick straight in with the action after dessert.

5-1000+ People UK Wide 

3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Multiple Exciting Races
n Professional Host / Compere
n Betting Slips & Fun Money

Evening Event



MINDFULNESS & 
WELLBEING

We are increasingly leading busy and stressful lives. With what seems like a 
mile-long to-do list, both in and out of work, time for ourselves is seen as a 
luxury. This is why it is so important for businesses to take a proactive approach 
to their employees well being. Below is a small selection:

Yoga: With the focus on being not just on the body but also the mind, relaxation 
techniques are incorporated throughout the session.

Mindfulness and Meditation: We lead you through several techniques to 
become present and fully engaged with whatever you’re doing in the moment.

Breathwork Workshop: Breathing to promote feelings of calm to help you in 
moments of stress, providing increased energy levels when you’re feeling tired 
and lethargic.

Gong Bath Meditation:  Our gong bath meditation guides you through a journey 
of sound as you cycle through various brainwave states.

5-1000 People UK Wide 

1 - 3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Professional Host / Teacher
n Equipment For Each Event
n Experienced Event Team

Energiser



MUSICAL 
ENERGISERS

Conference energisers are a simple way to inject some energy into your 
conference or meetings. The purpose of these events is to, quite literally, to 
energise and move people from a state of disengagement to engaged.

Boomwhackers: Transform your team into a colourful boomwhacker orchestra 
with our unique and fun musical conference energiser. Create vibrant music 
as our expert facilitator coordinates up to five different harmonies.

Junk Funk:  Dustbins, car wheels, drainpipes, scrap metal… to many, that’s just 
a bunch of junk, but to us, it’s an industry of sound. The Junk Ensemble is an 
amazing musical journey with inanimate objects and junk used to tread new 
boundaries in music making.

One Voice: We bring groups of any size together to recreate a famous pop 
song under the expert guidance of our professional vocal coaches and 
choreographers. We prove that anyone can sing and that everyone’s efforts 
can contribute to the fantastic overall sound.

5-1000 People UK Wide 

1 - 3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Professional Host / Facilitator
n Equipment For Each Event
n Experienced Event Team

Energiser



CONFERENCE 
ENERGISERS

Conference energisers can vary in time from 10 minutes to an hour. They 
provide engagement, entertainment and stimulation at a chosen time in a 
meeting, notably the start of the day, after lunch or midway through. 

The purpose of these events is to, quite literally, to energise and move people 
from a state of disengagement to engaged.

HAKA Energiser: Not only will you see a high energy performance of Haka and 
song, but our chief will walk you through what HAKA truly is about, it’s history 
and the stories handed down from their ancestors. 

Bollywood Workshop: Our corporate Bollywood team-building workshops 
offer a unique experience that are designed to bring out the best in your team. 
Participants learn the art of Bollywood dancing, as well as giving it a try!

5-1000 People UK Wide 

1 - 3 Hours

What’s Included?
n  Professional Host / Facilitator
n Equipment For Each Event
n Experienced Event Team

Energiser
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